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ABE Group ~ Lewis Township

Progress Report

Surface reoonnaisance last year indicated that the south or upper 
contact of the basement granite crosses the center of the property in 
an east-west direction. A band of "conglomerate" has been mapped at 
the center of the group in claims S-66041 and S-65964 in which 
scintillometer readings up to 400 were obtained.

This "conglomerate" suggests a basic lava which has incorporated 
in it granite and quartzite boulders and pebbles of greatly varying 
size and frequency.

AB-1 was collared in the outcrop near the 400 scintillometer 
reading obtained last year in claim 8-65964, and drilled N 20 W at -45* 
to explore the contact between the "conglomerate" and the granite base 
ment, which is not exposed.

The entire hole was in "conglomerate" described above. No 
radioactivity was detected in the core.

AB-2 was collared south of the "conglomerate" and 965 ft east of 
AB-2.

The hole intersected quartzite to a depth of 204.0 ft when it 
entered the basement complex, (or the conglomerate) in which it bottomed 
at 221.0 ft. A heavily pyritized quartz vein from 40.5 ft to 41.2 ft 
was sampled for gold. No radioactivity was detected.

AB-3 was collared 875.0 ft west of AB-1 and drilled N 10 W at -45* 
The hole intersected quartzite to 31.0 ft followed by basic rock which 
could be the basement complex or possJbly the basic type "conglomerate" 
to the end at 107.0 ft.

Drilling on the property started on May 13th and was completed May 
19th.

No radioactivity was detected in a;;y of the holes.

Respectfully submitted,

Denis R. Agar
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JPROPERTY;

The ABE Group consists of twenty three (23) contiguous unsurveyed and unpatented mining claims in the south central part of Lewis Township^ numbered as follows: -
S-65962 - 65970 inclusive
S-66034 - 66041 "
8-66149 - 66152 "
S-74125 fc 74126

The property is adjoined by claims owned by Preston East Dome on the west, and by Indian Reserve Camp No, 53 on the east. The south boundary is formed by the Serpent river and beyond, to the south, is land reserved to the Serpent Indian Reserve.

TitLE:

Nine claims numbered 8-65968, S-65964, 8-65965, S-66035, 8-66036 S-66038. S-66039, S-74125 and S-74126, are recorddd in the nauie of 9* J, H. Hirshhorn.

The remaining 14 claims are recorded in the naoo of W, H. Bouck, in Trust,
ACCESSIBILITY?

The property lies a short distance north of the Trans-Canada Highway No.17, twenty-two miles east of the town of Blind River. The southwest corner is less than a quarter mile north of the Highway. The southeast corner, one mile north of the highway, may be reached by means of a good gravel road which passes a short distance to the east.

The Sudbury-Sault Ste. Marie branch of the Canadian Pacific railway passes one mile wouth of the property.. ;

The Serpent river, which lies along the south boundary, is broad and navigable and may itself be used as a means of access from the highway.
fflYSICAL FEATURES;

Power; A high tension transmission line of the Ontario Hydro Ele c t r iV fowe r Commission parallels the south boundary of the property approximately one mile to the south.

Water; An ample supply is available from the Serpent River-,
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Timber: The area has been cut over for a number of years and it is not likely that much desirable timber is to be found on the property*
GEOLOGY:

The property is located in the south belt of the Algoma uranium area, approximately nien, miles east of the Pronto Uranium Mines where a large tonnage of uranium ore has been indicated by diamond drilling and is currently being prepared for production.

Principal ore horison of the district are beds of quartz conglomerate at or near the base of a series of sedimentary beds {chiefly quartzites) of early Huronian age and classified as the Missinsagi series.

The contact between these sediments and the older, pre-Huronian rocks on which they lie is therefore an important marker since the ore bads are found parallel to and not far above it. At surface, the favorable zone along the contact, at the base of the Mississagi sediments, will vary in width with the dip of the sediments and topography but in general is in the order of 400 to 500 feet.

This contact zone can be traced continuously eastward from the Pronto Mine to the ABE Group and crosses the centre of the property in a direction slightly north of east.

The oodiments of the south belt dip south at angles ranging from less than 20 degrees to nearly vertical. On the ABE Group the dip is about 60 degrees, on the average, and since the south half of this property is underlain by Mississagi sediments, the favorable horizon contained within the property has a strike length of approximately 9,000 feet and a slope distance estimated at 4,000 feet.

At surface, the north half of the property is underlain by the older, pre-Huronian, basement rocks, chiefly granite, and these rocks presumably extend southward under the Huronian sediments. They are not at the present time considered to be of economic importance, though they are favorable hosts for base and precious metal deposits,

WORK DONE:

On the property, the favorable basal portion of the sedimentary series is very poorly exposed, however preliminary prospecting in 1953 disclosed scattered outcrops having low radioactivity, up to 10 times background.
In May 1954 threo diamond drill holes were drilled in the above area. The holes were spaced approximately 900 feet apart along the contact zone and were inclined to the north at 45 degrees with the object of locating and testing the overburden covered basal portion of the Mississagi sediments.

The firn*-, hole was too far north and was entirely below the quartzites, Hole AB-2 penetrated 204 feet of quartzites and hole AB-3 cut 31 feet of quartzites before entering the unfavorable rocks,

No ere type conglomerate or significant radioactivity was encountered in the holes.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS:

: The property occupies a favorable position on a rock formation which is known to contain beds of uraniferous conglomerate at intervals for many .miles. Pronto, 9 miles to the west, is the nearevt development of 
importance, however, uraniferous beds are known along the south belt as far  ast as the Espanola area, 30 miles away. Westward, and north from the Pronto the Mississagi sediments can be traced around the fold more than 90 miles through the middle and north bolts where Algom Uranium Mines has 
developed large deposits of uranium ore at Nordic and Quirk lakes in similar geological setting.

The limited amount of work that has been done on the ABE Group to date has not been enough to assess the possibility of beds of conglomerate ore coming to surface, and it is recommended that the portion of the 
property underlain by Mississagi sediments should be mapped and carefully prospected.

At attempt should be made to expose the lower 200 feet of the Kississagi series at intervals of 1,000 feet along strike, by trenching between 
outcrops. Where this cannot be accomplished those gaps should be filled by diamond drilling.

Very little is as yet known about the distribution of the ore bearing beds, and results on other properties under development along the belt 
should be studied from time to time; exploration at depth may at some tine be indicated.

Respectfully submitted,

Denis R* Agar

4th November 1954
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The Abe group consists of 23 continguous unsurveyed and unpatented 
mining claims situated in the south central part of Lewfis Township, Sudbury 
Mining Division. Thane are numbered:-*

S65962 - S65970 inclusive 
S66034 - S66041 inclusive 
S66149 - S66152 inclusive 
S74125 - S74126 inclusive

The property is adjoined by claims of Preston East Dome Mines 
Limited on the west, and by Indian Reserve Camp No, 53 on the east. On the 
south, the boundary is the Serpent River and the Serpent Indian Reserve. 
Access i bi li t y

The Abe group lies \ mile north of Highway l? and one mile north 
of the Canadian Pacific Railway line from Sudbury to Sault Ste. Marie. 
Serpent River is navigable for small boats givitg access to the property. 
Physical Features

Power ~ The transmission line of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power 
Commission parallels the south boundary of the property one mile distant*

Water ~ Serpent River affords an ample supply of water. 
Geology

The property is located on the south limb of the anticline {South belt) 
approximately nine (9) miles east of the large producing Pronto Uranium 
Mines Ltd.

The contact between the "basement" rocks and the Mississagi
formation extends eastward from Pronto Mines to and across the Abe 
group. The strike of sediments is east-west and the dip from 20O to 9 
averaging 600 south,

The terrain is made up of "basement" rocks on the north half of 
the property and Mississagi sediments on the south. The area occupied 
by the Mississagi formation is 9POO feet in length by \ mile in width* 
Wo-^k Done

Preliminary prospecting in 1953 disclosed scattered radioactivity.
Three diamond drill holes were drilled in 1954 and three more in 

1955. The three drilled in 1954 were spaced approximately 900 feet 
apart along the contact of "basement" and Mississagi formation, and 
inclined to the north at 45O . The three drilled in 1955 were located 
south of the other and also directed northward im lined at 450 * 
Total footage drilled in the six holes was 2220 feet. All penetrated 
to basement.
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Conclusions

Blue Grey shales or shaly quartzites which have been found to 

be radioactive in Lewes and Shedden townships were intersected by the 

drilling. Conglomerate was intersected in each of the three deeper 

drill holes on the Abe group but not in the shallower holes. There 

appeal's reason to believe that typical lower Mississagi formation is 

absent. The conglomerates intersected in the three deeper holes may be 

Middle Mississagi. There is, however, some doubt as to this interpretation* 

Typical lower MississagjL formation may be developed at depths farther 

south down dip. No significant radioactivity was intersected by the 

drilling.

PLUM PROPERTY 

Holdings

j //t/^ ^ The Plum Group consists of 14 contiguous unsurveyed and unpatented 

mining claims in Lowes Township, Sudbury Mining Division* These ara

numbered as follows: -
566572 - S66573
566573 -
S66717 - S66718
S66723 - S66725 inclusive
S67042 ~ S67043
S67993 ~ S67996 inclusive

These claims are adjoined to the west by Indian Reserve Camp No* 53 ? 

on the south by Serpent River and the Serpent Indian Reserve, 

Accessibility

The property is 24 miles east of the town of Blind River, 5 miles 

northwest of the station of Spanish, and one mile north of Highway 17 

and the Sudbury-Sault Ste, Marie branch of the Canadian Pacific Railway, 

Physical Features

Power - The transmission line of the Ontario Hydro Electric Power 

Commission is one mile south of the property.

Water - An ample supply of water is assured by Serpent River 

which crosses the claims. ,, 

Geology

The property is on the "South belt" of the Blind River Uranium 

Field. "Basement" rocks outcrop on the north part of it. The 

Mississagi formation has a length of 4,000 feet on the property, Tho 

strike is cant-west and the dip 500 to #00 to the south.
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'r' . Reconnaissance prospecting was carried out on the property in 1953 

iff ;\, and a small area adjacent to the river mapped in detail. Eight trenches
W . "" ' ; . '' ..' . i
l- -VV ' ' '

; ' were dug in claim S66?2S,

Six diamond drill holes PM1 to PM6 drilled in 1954 tested a 

north-south fault under Serpent River and the seventh holes PM7 tested 

a fracture located 150 feet to the west and probably a branch of the 

fault.

In 15?5, an eighth hole PKfJ was drilled in the east central part 

of Claim S66724* This hole intersected one foot of conglomerate from 

416.9 feet to 417.9 feet and entered "basement" at 444*3 feet. The 

total footage in these eight (8) holes is 1665 feet. No significant 

radioactivity was encountered. 

Conclusions

Only one of the drill holes tested the critical basal section of 

the Mississagi formation. The contact of the Mississagi formation and 

the "basement" is reported to be fairly well exposed in the eastern half 

of the property. No beds of conglomerate indicating ore grade were found.
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